Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the memory speed constraint, most high speed packet switches use input buffering alone or in combination with other options, such as output buffering or cross-point buffering [4] . Input-buffered switches are required to resolve output contention, that is, find a match between inputs and outputs per time slot (see e.g., [5] - [10] ). Thus, the issue of how to schedule packets efficiently to achieve high throughput and low delay for a large-capacity switch has been one of the main research topics in the past few years. Although several practical scheduling schemes have been proposed or implemented (for instance [11] - [14] ), most of them require a centralized packet scheduler, increasing the interconnection complexity between the line cards and the packet scheduler, while some schemes need a speedup of up to two [15] , [16] to compensate for deficiencies in packet scheduling. Due to the difficulty of scheduling its switch fabric, commercial highspeed switches typically cannot guarantee 100% throughput for all arrival traffic patterns, and this goal will become even more difficult in the future as the number of interfaces and the interface line speeds increase.
Recently, C.S. Chang et al introduced the Load Balanced Birkhoff-von Neumann switch architecture (LB-BvN) [1] , [2] . This architecture is based on spreading packets uniformly inside the switch before forwarding them to their correct destination. As shown in Figure 1 , the basic LB-BvN switch consists of two identical switches and does not need any scheduler. Each of the two switching stages goes through the same pre-determined cyclic shift configuration. Therefore, each input is connected to each output exactly time, regardless of the arriving traffic. The first stage is a loadbalancer that spreads traffic over all the second stage Virtual Output Queues (VOQs). The second stage is an input-queued crossbar switch in which each VOQ is served at a fixed rate. The LB-BvN switch does not require a centralized scheduler and at the same time, it can guarantee 100% throughput for a broad class of traffic. Therefore, load balanced switches are not subject to the two main problems commonly present in previous switch architectures: centralized scheduling and the lack of throughput guarantees. This makes the load balanced switch an appealing architecture to study.
However, the FIFO discipline might be violated for packets from the same input in the load balanced switch. In its simplest form, the switch mis-sequences packets by an arbitrary amount. Several solutions have been proposed to tackle the unbounded out-of-sequence problem and can be categorized into two different approaches. The first approach is to prevent packets from being received out-of-sequence at the outputs (e.g., FFF (Full Frames First) [17] , Mailbox switch [18] ). The second approach is to limit the maximum resequencing delay to an upper bound, e.g., O(N 2 ), and then add a resequencing buffer (RB) at the output to reorder the packets. Such schemes include FCFS (First Come First Serve) [19] , EDF (Earliest Deadline First) [19] , FOFF (Full Ordered Frames First) [20] , and the Byte-Focal switch [3] .
In this paper, we analyze the performance of the Byte-Focal switch, which is simple to implement and highly scalable. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly present the Byte-Focal switch architecture. In Section III, we analyze the average delay at different stages. Section IV provides the simulation results and Section V concludes the paper. Figure 2 shows the Byte-Focal switch architecture. It consists of two deterministic switch fabrics and three stages of queues, namely input queues i, center stage queues j, and output resequencing buffers (RB) k, where i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . , N. The two stages both use a deterministic and periodic connection pattern. That is, at the first stage, at any time slot t, the connection pattern (i, j) is given by
. . , N and j = 1, . . . , N. Similarly, the connection pattern (j, k) at the second stage satisfies
A. First Stage Load-balancing
There are two stages of VOQs in the Byte-Focal switch, VOQ1 and VOQ2 for the first and second stage switch, respectively. We define the flow f ik as the packets arriving at the input port i and destined to output port k. Packets from f ik are placed in VOQ1(i, k). Each VOQ1(i, k) has a J pointer (see Figure 3 ) that keeps track of the last second stage input to which a packet was transferred, and the next packet is always sent to the next second stage input. As a head of line (HOL) packet departs from a VOQ1(i, k), its J pointer value increases by one mod N . When input i is connected with j, each VOQ1(i, k) whose J pointer value is equal to j sends a request to the arbiter, and the arbiter needs to select one of them to serve. Since at each time slot, the input port at the first stage is connected to the second stage cyclically, the packets in VOQ1(i, k) are sent to the N second stage input ports in a round-robin manner and are placed in VOQ2(1, k), VOQ2(2, k), . . . , VOQ2(N, k) according to their final destination. As a consequence of its mode of operation, the Byte-Focal switch guarantees that the cumulative number of packets sent to each second stage input port for a given flow differs by at most one.
In improving the average delay performance, the scheduling scheme used by the input arbiters at the first stage plays a very important role in the Byte-Focal switch. Since the packets in VOQ1(i, k) are cyclically distributed to the second stage, as • Round-robin: Among all eligible VOQ1s, the arbiter at each input port selects one of them in round-robin order.
• Longest queue first: At each time slot, the arbiter at each input port chooses to serve the longest queue from all eligible VOQ1s.
• Fixed threshold scheme: Set a predetermined threshold (TH), N . First serve the VOQ1s with queue length greater than N , if there is no such queue, then pick round-robin among the queues.
• Dynamic threshold scheme: Similar to fixed threshold scheme except that now the threshold is set to be Q(t)/N , where Q(t) is the total VOQ1 queue length at an input port at time t. As we can see, the Byte-Focal switch performs the first stage scheduling independently at each input port using locally available information. Thus, it does not need any communication between different linecards. It has been proved that the longest queue first, fixed threshold and dynamic threshold schemes are stable and the total queue length at each input port of the first stage is bounded by N 2 [3] .
B. Second Stage Switching
Since the traffic to the second stage is uniform after the first stage load-balancing, the second stage just uses a fixed and deterministic configuration. As an example, consider the packets destined to output k. Assume at time t, VOQ2(1, k) is connected to output k, then the HOL packet in VOQ2(1, k) will be transfered to the output k. According to the connection pattern in equation (2), at time slot t + 1, VOQ2(2, k) is connected to output k, and the HOL packet is transfered to output k. We can see the VOQ2s are served in round-robin order. Furthermore, due to the first stage load-balancing, the queue length difference between VOQ's at the second stage is bounded by N [21] .
C. Resequencing Buffer Design
Since the packets, in general, suffer different delays at the second stage, they arrive at the output out of order. The ByteFocal switch uses the virtual input queue (VIQ) structure for the resequencing buffer(RB) (Figure 2) . At each output, there are N sets of VIQs, where each set corresponds to an input port i. Within each VIQ set, there are N logical queues with each queue corresponding to a second stage input j. VIQ(i, j, k) separates each flow not only by its input port i, but also by its second stage queue j. Packets from input i destined to output k via second stage input j are stored in VIQ(i, j, k), and it is obvious that the packets in the same VIQ(i, j, k) are in order.
In each VIQ set, a pointer points to the VIQ(i, j, k) at which the next expected head of flow (HOF) packet will arrive. Because of the service discipline of the first stage switch, each input port evenly distributes packets in round-robin order into the second stage queue j. This guarantees that the HOF packet will appear as a head-of-line (HOL) packet of a VIQ set in round-robin order. Therefore, at each time slot, if the HOF packet is at the output, it is served, and the pointer moves to the next HOF packet location VIQ(i, (j + 1) mod N, k). Since there are N flows per output, more than one HOF packet may be eligible for service in a given time slot. Therefore, in addition to the VIQ structure, there is a departure queue (DQ) with a length of at most N entries that facilitates the roundrobin service discipline. When the HOF packet of VIQ set i arrives, index i joins the tail of the DQ. When a packet departs from the DQ, its index is removed if its next HOF packet has not arrived, and joins the tail of the DQ if its next HOF packet is at the output. The advantage of using the VIQ and the DQ structure is that the time complexity of finding and serving packets in sequence is O (1) . At each time slot, each VIQ set uses its pointer to check if the HOF packet has arrived, while the output port serves one packet from the head of the DQ. As explained above, the VIQ structure ensures that the Byte-Focal switch will emit packets in order.
III. AVERAGE DELAY ANALYSIS
A packet in the Byte-Focal switch experiences queueing delays at the first and second stage, and also the resequencing delay at the output. In this section, we analyze the average delay of the Byte-Focal switch under uniform traffic. Throughout the analysis, we assume a uniform Bernoulli i.i.d traffic model with a rate of λ per time slot.
A. Second Stage Delay
Consider a VOQ2(j, k) and a jk (t) is the arrival to VOQ2(j, k) in time slot t. The input j at the second stage is connected to output k once in every N time slots. The arrival to this queue can be approximated by a Bernoulli process with a rate of λ N . Assume at time T , the VOQ2(j, k) is connected to output k. Then we have the following recursive equation for VOQ2(j, k):
and
This recursion has the solution [22] E{q
Then the average queue length is
Applying Little's formula, the average queueing delay at the second stage is
However, since the queue length difference is bounded by N [21] , when the Byte-Focal switch is heavily loaded, the average delay would be smaller than (7) . Consider the system formed by all second stage queues, when the total number of packets is greater than N 2 −N +1, then no queue is empty, and the system is work-conserving like an output-queued switch. Thus we have
where q k (t) = N j=1 q jk (t). The average queueing delay for an output-queued switch is simply Figure 4 shows the average first stage queueing delay for a switch size of N = 16.
C. Resequencing Delay
Consider a tagged packet (TP) [23] in flow f ik . TP arrives at the second stage input j at frame time F j (one frame time slot = N time slots). Because of the FCFS discipline, the packets which arrive at the switch after the TP cannot affect the departure time of TP from the resequencing buffer. So we only need to consider the packets which were in the switch when TP arrived. As shown in Figure 5 , the packets in the same flow are cyclically distributed to the N intermediate second stage inputs, from 1 to N . The packets in the same VOQ are in order. The resequencing delay(RD) for the TP is only decided by the N − 1 packets ahead of it, and these N − 1 packets are sent to the second stage queue j + 1, . . . , N, 1, . . . , j − 1 respectively, which are denoted with t j+1 , . . . , t j−1 . Let F l denote the frame time that the packet arrived at second stage queue l, andF l be the time that the packet leaves second stage queue l. Then the resequencing delay for the TP is
where l = j + 1, . . . , j − 1.
Since each VOQ at the second stage is work-conserving at each frame time slot, any packet in f ik that arrives at the ... ... second stage input queue j, with queue length q jk (F j ), at time F j will leave there atF
Then the resequencing delay becomes
Also, we have
Since there is at most one departure per frame slot,
At each frame slot, we have [21] 
where 0 ≤ S ≤ F , and A ilk (t) is the cumulative number of arriving packets from input i to output k via the second stage l. Since the packets in f ik are sent to the second stage in round-robin order, from 1 to N , without loss of generality, assume l is a lower index than j, then we have 
then we have
X i , and Y l is just the queue length difference between any two second stage VOQs. Then the average RD is
where (X) + = max{0, X}. According to central limit theorem, Y l can be approximated as a normal distribution with mean η = 0 and variance
Then from (12), we can get the average resequencing delay bound. Figure 6 shows how the average resequencing delay grows with N . We can see that the average resequencing delay is roughly linear with the switch size N and it is much smaller than N 2 .
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we present some simulation results for the queueing delays at the first and second stage, and the resequencing delay. We use the following traffic scenarios to test the performance of the Byte-Focal switch:
Uniform:
This is a very skewed loading, since input i has packets only for outputs i and (i + 1) mod N .
Hot-spot:
This type of traffic is more balanced than diagonal traffic, but obviously more unbalanced than uniform traffic.
Normally, for single stage switches, the performance of a specific scheduling algorithm becomes worse as the loadings become less balanced. In Figure 7 and Figure 8 , we study the average first and second stage queueing delays of the dynamic threshold scheme under different input traffic scenarios for switch size N = 32. As the input traffic changes from uniform to hotspot to diagonal (hence less balanced), the dynamic threshold scheme has comparable first and second stage queueing delays. Although our analysis is derived from uniform traffic, since the Byte-Focal switch performs load-balancing at the first stage, the average delays under nonuniform traffic is comparable to the uniform traffic.
In Section III-C, we analyzed the average resequencing delay. Although the worst case resequencing delay is N 2 , the average resequencing delay is much smaller. This suggests that perhaps we can reduce the resequencing buffer size while maintaining an acceptable loss rate. Figure 9 shows the average resequencing delay under different input traffic for switch size N = 32. An interesting result is that the average resequencing delay under diagonal traffic is even lower than under the uniform traffic. This is consistent with our analysis, since under diagonal traffic, for a particular output k, only two inputs have cells destined to k, and the queue length difference at the second stage is reduced. This leads to a smaller resequencing delay. Figure 10 shows the loss rate for limited resequencing buffer sizes under uniform traffic. Note that when the loading to the switch is lower, then the loss rate would be smaller. Figure 11 shows how the required resequencing buffer size grows with N with a loss rate at the order of 10 −6 . We can see the required resequencing buffer size increases roughly linearly with N . This means if we want to size the resequencing buffer to meet an acceptable loss rate, e.g., 10 −6 , then the required buffer size grows linearly instead of the worst case required resequencing buffer size N 2 . This is a significant finding since it obviates one of the major drawbacks of LBBvN switches.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed the performance of a practical high performance load balanced switch architecture: the ByteFocal switch. The Byte-Focal switch is distributed and does not need any communication between stages or linecards. We analyzed the three stage delays and show the queueing delays at the first stage and second stage are proportional to the switch size. For the resequencing delay, although the worst case resequencing delay is N 2 , the average resequencing delay and maximum buffer requirement for given loss rate are much smaller. Our analysis shows that we can reduce the required buffer size significantly. 
